
SACC – Slovak-Asian Chamber of Commerce

SCAN TECHNOLOGY
“GEOSCAN”



ABOUT US

IHBS Projekt AG is holder of global 

license for advanced Scanning technology 

to detect any kind of Natural Resources.

These comprise out of the following

elements:

• Natural resources such as Water, Oil, Gas

• Gold, Silver, Platinum, Diamonds and other 
precious stones

• Historical findings and geochemical anomalies



GEOSCAN

Advanced Scanning Technology 
to detect Oil, Gas and other 

natural Resources and prepare 
them for extraction



• Remote Sensing Technology (RTS) 
developed in Germany from 2009 onwards 
as a revolutionary new technology for 
geophysical research

• Geophysical Spectral Analysis, is based on 
a proprietary, complex mathematical 
filtering technology and uses the analysis of 
resonance frequencies of atoms/ molecules 
and their longitudinal interaction with 
imaginative spectrum frequency of natural 
sun light

• The technology is an analogy to the MRT 
technology in medicine (Magnetic 
Resonance Tomography)

• The technology enables us to investigate 
the existence of natural resources with 
precision and to measure into much deeper 
surface layers than any other known 
process, up to 6km underground

• The resulting data allows for a geophysical 
interpretation of natural resources in the 
ground, including oil, gas, water, salt water, 
but also to scan for hollow spaces, cavities 
and tunnels, and even organic material

INTRODUCTION



• GEOSCAN Technology has been commercially applied since 2016 by clients in Europe, Asia and Africa
for detection and verification purposes of various raw materials.

• Typical projects include:
o Search for water to build irrigation systems in agriculture
o Verification of oil and gas fields and determination of ideal drilling spots
o Search and identification of attractive mining/extraction zones
o Analysis of underground structures in archeological sites
o Feasibility studies of big infrastructure projects 

• Due to the non-intrusive approach, the application of GEOSCAN Technology saves clients significant research
and drilling resources, cuts time needed to determine effective and efficient drilling spots to a minimum and is
environmentally friendly

COMMERCIAL APPLICATION



TYPICAL PROJECT

• Client specifies area to be scanned based on GPS data and names target material/structure of scan (note:
target has to be specified, scan cannot run multiple target substances simultaneously).

• GEOSCAN performs first level coarse-scan and delivers scans to client (duration ca. 1-2 weeks),
indicating presence and approximate location of targeted substance in search area.

• Client narrows done targeted area and further objectives of search.

• GEOSCAN performs second level fine-scans and delivers scans to client (duration ca. 2-4 weeks
depending on size and search parameters), including exact location of targeted substance, underground
depth and identification of ideal drilling point(s).

• Followed, if necessary, by fine-tuning of drilling locations together with client on-site.



COST AND TIMING

• First Level Scan:

o Indication of presence of 
targeted resources

o 1 – 2 weeks duration after 
signing of assignment and 
payment

o EUR 30.000 per square 
kilometer of search area

o Will be done completely on-desk 
in scanning lab in Germany

• Second Level Scan:

o Exact location and depth of 
targeted resource 2 – 4 

o 2 – 4 weeks duration after 
signing of assignment and 
payment

o EUR 100.000 per square 
kilometer of search area

o Interaction and 
Refinement/Interpretation with 
client

• On-Site Visit:

o Determination of ideal drilling 
spot

o Individual offer based on 
location and estimated time 
requirement



GEOSCAN
EXAMPLE: FIRST-LEVEL SCANS - WATER

• Search for underground water streams

• Blue Areas indicate presence of water and 
define sections for further second-level scans

Water Oil



• Search for reservoirs of underground oil and 
gas, off-shore and on-shore

• Black and Green Areas indicate presence of 
oil, White Areas indicate presence of gas and 
define sections for further second-level scans

GEOSCAN

Oil

Gas

EXAMPLE: FIRST-LEVEL SCANS – OIL/GAS



• Identification of Ideal Drilling Spots for Oil and 
Gas

GEOSCAN
EXAMPLE: SECOND-LEVEL SCANS

• Identification of location of gold, water and 
organic material

Oil & Gas Drilling spots

Water & Gold Reservoirs



• Identification of ideal drilling spots for Water and 
Identification of underground terrain anomalies

GEOSCAN
EXAMPLE: SECOND-LEVEL SCANS

Tunnels & Anomalies

Water streams and Proposed Drilling Spot



Im Falle einer Unstimmigkeit zwischen der deutschen und englischen Fassung des 

Vertrages gilt im Zweifel immer die deutsche Fassung.

In case of discrepancy between the German and English version of the contract 

the German version is always valid.



“We promote major projects for future!”

Thank You



Slovak Asian Chamber of Commerce
CEO: JAROSLAV MELIŠEK 亚罗会长
Hviezdoslavovo nám. 172/14, 811 02 Bratislava, Slovakia

Phone:  +421 903 536 363

info@slovakasian.com, www.slovakasian.com

VAT: 42263786

Bank's name: UniCredit Bank Czech Republic and Slovakia

Bank's address: Sancova 1/A, 813 33 Bratislava, Slovakia

SWIFT: UNCRSKBX

IBAN: SK15 1111 0000 0014 8439 5014 (USD)

IBAN: SK37 1111 0000 0014 8439 5006 (EUR)

IBAN: SK90 1111 0000 0014 8439 5022 (CZK)

IBAN: SK68 1111 0000 0014 8439 5030 (GBP)

Principal licensee

http://www.slovakasian.com/


REFERENCES

Hard Rock Exploration

Gold and Diamond Findings

Water Survey Results







Gold and Diamond findings in Cameroon





The technology has so far 
detected and located water in:

- Mongolia
- Morocco
- Pakistan
- Greece
- Austria
- Germany
- Slovakia
- Poland















OTHER CONCURRENT PROJECTS AND 
PARTNERS

• GREEN ENERGY SOLUTION

• SPORT ASSOCIATION

• DANUBE MONORAIL

• BIOMASS STOVES FOR HOUSEHOLD USE AND
CAMPING

• WASTE MANAGEMENT

• WIND POWER

• METALTEC

• CHINES-SLOVAK AGRICULTURE FARM

• PANDA PARADISE

• SLOVAK-CHINESE AIRWAYS



SCAN TECHNOLOGY



INTRODUCING AN ADVANCE IN 
REMOTE-SENSING TECHNOLOGY



While other systems, such as ground penetrating radar

allow one to “see” only a few meters below the surface,

we can detect anomalies to depth of 6 km, using its

proprietary processing techniques

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



This breakthrough involves modeling light and its interactions with

matter, based on a more complete implementation of Maxwell’s

equations, coupled with a comprehensive understanding of the

mathematical nature of the constant “i” (the imaginary number

representing the square root of -1). Including these new insights it

makes complex spectral analysis more complete!

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



Maxwell’s Equations include the presence of longitudinal waves.

These longitudinal waves have generally been ignored up until

now because his equations were simplified to thus far only four

equations in most modern analytical applications. By utilizing all

of his equations, we open means to also analyze the complex

components of light.

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



Our analytical results lead to standing wave solutions that allow the

construction of a full light spectrum, consisting of both the real and

complex components.

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



Filters are then applied, which allow the detection and identification

of substances, by means similar to utilizing Fraunhofer absorption

lines, to identify substances in the atmosphere of stars.

With more complete appreciation of the actual information contained

in ordinary light we can detect subsurface anomalies, which show

up as a kind of interference in longitudinal components.

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



Our inherently four and higher dimensional treatment of light allows

detailed mapping of subsurface topographies as well as determining

their material makeup to a depth of 6 km. The Global Positioning

System (GPS) data is used to localize anomalies and other significant

signals.

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



• Water

• Oil

• Gas

• Coal

• Ores

Metals including some noble metals such as:

• Gold, Silver

We are also able to detect other noble metals such as:

• Platinum, Palladium, Iridium, Rhodium, Ruthenium, Osmium etc. once introduced to our filter system

• Tantalum and Chromium

Rare-earth elements, as well as:

• Gemstones such as Emeralds and Diamonds

In addition, underground anomalies of many types can be detected and recorded. Such data is currently being

utilized to assist infrastructure construction projects and archeological research

The Technology has so far detected and located:

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



Our proprietary technologies are applied through intensive computation

utilizing algorithm techniques, specialized computer software and the

latest state of the art processing hardware.

The validation of our applied technology by third parties listed below

starts with a contract to detect water in Morocco.

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



The following images show surfaces of the earth, as licensed by

Google Earth from worldwide right holders. They serve the purpose of

orientation only. Any additional information value beyond Google Earth

images is part of our transparent film implemented as an overlay,

representing geophysical characteristics of anomalies / structures from

underneath the earth’s surface.

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



TECHNOLOGIES
HISTORY & SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT



The Technology has the exclusive right to a new scanning technology, which

is capable of indicating the (approximate) locations of subsurface anomalies,

minerals and resources.

This technology was developed in Germany. In addition to locating commonly

occurring minerals this technology is also proficient in locating gas, oil, coal

and water.

The technology is one of the worlds fastest indicators and the most cost

effective means of detecting resources and minerals

SCAN TECHNOLOGY



Conventional Prospecting:

BENEFITS

Tracking Technology:
• Many years of prospecting and 

deploying geologists into the area

• Millions of USD in high risk 
investment are wasted before a 
reasonable result can be produced

• Efficiency in most cases amounts to 
20% on average

• 7 – 30 days of prospecting

• Response time and strategic decisions are 
based on real time information

• Significant cost reduction for prospecting / 
exploration

• On site exploration made redundant with 
our applied technology

• Unrivaled in the market for its efficiency:
up to 90%

• Unmatched remote sensing potential in 
depth spectral analytics: Up to 6 km



PHASE 1

Our analysis requires basic information from the client. The client fills out the “Client

information Scan Requests Form” requesting:

• Minerals / Resources to be explored

• Co-ordinates including GPS data of the area to be analyzed

The client will then receive a cost estimate for the area to be analyzed.

A down payment of 50% is required upon receipt of clients acceptance

THE PROCEDURE



PHASE 2

The information received from our client is then processed by our overseas office.

We consequently create an image, showing the scanned area outlined as per the

coordinates provided by the client (see next page), in order to out rule any

misinterpretation.

THE PROCEDURE



PHASE 2

Sample Image with Clients Co-ordinate

THE PROCEDURE

Co-ordinates of the area to be scanned

and analyzed:



PHASE 3 – The Scan

We will provide the final report to the client with all the relevant information within

approximately two to four weeks, upon receipt of the outstanding balance. This report

includes detailed images of the positions and size of one or more deposits within the

scope of the client’s request.

For larger areas additional time will be required.

THE PROCEDURE



PHASE 3

Our final report comprises the following:

• Detailed images (Location of ore / resource bodies)

• GPS co-ordinates, serving for orientation

• Approximate depth of deposits (+/- 10-15%)

• Advice of how to apply the data

THE PROCEDURE



PHASE 3 – Basic Terms and Conditions

THE PROCEDURE

• We will only commence scanning, once GSS has received an official order number from the client.

• We reserves the right to the Intellectual Property until full payment is received.

• Client Indemnification

• “The client” shall fully indemnify us against any liability from third parties arising out of “the client” use of

the scan information.

• We shall not be responsible for ensuring that the information provided to us for purposes of the scan is

in accordance with and does not contravene any Data Protection laws, mineral and mining regulations,

trade customs and practices or any other laws. We accepts no liability for any errors or omissions as a

result of incorrect or incomplete information being provided to it by “the client”.

• The provided Scan and analytical data does not replace additional conventional systems and / or

methods of Geological practice and should be seen as information assisting a geosciences company.

• We undertake to ensure that the service will be supplied with maximum skill and due care.



Standard Deposit:

>20 m depth

EXAMPLE – SCAN SAMPLE

Alluvial Deposit:



Please note all figures are fictitious

EXAMPLE – DETAILED SCAN SAMPLE

• Co-ordinates of specific ore body:

32.4166083845 -27.0177940845

32.6830963186 -27.0811399840

32.8637192090 -27.2484061702

• Suggested exploration drilling points:

32.8422669220 -27.3342153184

32.5261279551 -27.2055015961

32.3375736427 -27.1637260898

• Approximate depth of ore body:

<20m Alluvial Gold

• Surface area of ore body:

Approx. 400 Hectares



Locations marked with yellow marker

EXAMPLE – DIAMOND DEPOSITS



Approximate locations

EXAMPLE – GAS DEPOSITS



Detailed analysis of Gas Deposits – Location with depth

EXAMPLE – GAS DEPOSITS



Verified Graphite deposit (yellow marker) + Second deposit unknown

EXAMPLE – GRAPHITE DEPOSITS



Location of the ore bodies
EXAMPLE – TANTALUM DEPOSITS



CLIENT INFORMATION SCAN REQUEST FORM
Client Information Scan request form

Client

Country

Short description of the assignment

Minerals / Resources to be explored

Type of Land / Surface – description

Total area in square KM

Latitude               From - To

Longitude            From – To

Notes

Basic guide price is 300.000,- EUR / SQ KM - applicable mostly for small and simple projects. Price will be 
personalized for each project depending on its size and complexity. Final price for bigger projects will be agreed upon
individually.



Mr. Jaroslav Melišek

Chief Executive Officer

SACC – Slovak-Asian Chamber of Commerce 

Hviezdoslavovo námestie 172/14

811 02 Bratislava, Slovakia EU 

info@slovakasian.com 

+421 903 536 363

CONTACT INFORMATION



SACC License Agreement













LOI  - Letter of Intent



License Certificate - Example
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